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Envisioned Future

You will see enviolo products in every city, every day. 

Our products and services will empower bike makers to build personal 
mobility vehicles for great multitudes of urban dwellers.  These bikes 
will change their riders’ lifestyles, have a wide variety of uses, and 
solve problems in traditionally car-centered societies. 

They will be available in many ways, so every person can afford them.  
We will maintain loyal business relationships to build a culture of 
authenticity and honesty with all stakeholders. These relationships 
will be a beacon of change in creating urban communities focused on 
sustainable, healthy, socially-responsible lifestyles. Soon, you will see 
enviolo products in every city, every day.
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Product Overview
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Compatibility 
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For your
Safety

Please read the entire assembly instruction and pay special 
attention to all safety warnings before use, replacement of 

components or installation of enviolo components.

Failure to follow the warnings or improper installation, set 
up, modification, or maintenance may result in material 

damage or in personal injury. Save all safety warnings and 
instructions for future reference.
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Safety Notices: The following tools are required:

Flat tip screwdriver
Attention
This notice warns you about potential damage 
to material.

Cutting pliers

Caution
This notice warns you about a dangerous 
situation which can lead to minor or slight 
injury if not avoided.

Allen keys
2 mm, 2.5 mm, 3 mm

Danger
This notice warns you about a dangerous 
situation which can lead to slight injury if not 
avoided.

Wrench or long socket
15 mm, 17 mm

Warning
This notice warns you about a dangerous 
situation which can lead to serious or fatal 
injury if not avoided.

For your Safety

The following safety symbols identify the levels of danger and must be 
observed throughout this document:

Do not open our components yourself. All components have to be 
maintained by trained service staff.
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Internal Gear Hub
Components

67.6 
Centerline

49.0
Chainline 4.0

26.0 26.0
135 dropout width

183 axle width

15.5
ISO 6-bolt
disc brake 

version
Ø 125

32 and 36 spoke
configurations

available

Ø  52.5

68

Ø 2.9
spoke hole

City & Trekking Internal Gear Hub

Heavy Duty Internal Gear Hub

21 7

7

5

6

Ø 125

Ø  52.5

68

Ø 2.9
spoke 
hole

67.43 48.67
29.62 23.04

134.85
186.5

1 2

1

2

Acorn nuts (HW-ANUT-OE)

No-turn washer (HW-WASH-OE)

3 5

4 6

7

Sprocket snap ring (HW-RING-OE)

RH Hex nut (HW-HNUT-OE)

Manual Hub Interface (MHI-MT-44T-OE)

Manual Hub Interface (MHI-MT-40T-OE)

CVP

1

1

2

23

3

4

4
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Internal Gear Hub
Components

Heavy Duty 148 mm Internal Gear Hub

10 6

9

4

5

11 13 12 1 2 3 7 10

A C

B D

E

F

8b8a

A C

E

B D

F

Syntace (HW-SPCR-LHSYN-OE)

DT Swiss, Maxle, E-Thru 

(HW-SPCR-LH-OE)

Syntace (HW-SPCR-RHSYN-OE)

DT Swiss (HW-SPCR-RHDTS-OE)

Maxle (HW-SPCR-RHMAX-OE)

E-Thru (HW-SPCR-RHSHIM-OE)

12

Ø 125

Ø  52.5

68

Ø 2.9
spoke 
hole

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Heavy Duty Hub

Manual Hub Interface 

(MHI-MT-40T-OE)

Adapter, lock nut, 12 x 148 compatible

(HW-LNUT-OE)

Axle plate, 142 / 148 mm compatible

(HW-AXPL-LG-OE)

Retaining ring 

(HW-RRING-13MM-OE)

Spacer, LH

Spacer, RH

10

11

12

13

8a

8b

9

Brake caliper mount IS to PM

Brake caliper mount PM to PM

Bolt, countersunk, Torx, 

M4 x 0.7 x 8 (HW-CSB-M4X.7X8-OE)

Socket head cap screw, M6

(HW-SHCS-M6X1X60-OE)

Adapter, Torque Reaction

(HW-TORQ-WIDE-OE)

Spacer, disc brake, 12 x 148

(HW-DC-SPCR-OE)

Screw, button head, M5 x 0.8 x 16L, 

alloy (HW-BHS-M5X.8X16-OE)
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WIRE-AT3-DS-OE   |   1.000 mm   |   Ø 3.7 mm

AUTOMATiQ
Wire Harness

1

23

4 3

21

4

J5

J6

J6

J15 J16

J15 HiroseJ6J5 J15 Hirose

V_BAT 

GND

CAN_L

CAN_H

2

1

4

3

3

2

1

4

WIRE-AT3-400-OE*   |   400 mm   |   Ø 3.7 mm
WIRE-AT3-600-OE*   |   600 mm   |   Ø 3.7 mm

Available from drive 
system manufacturer

* This connector is only required if the 
counterplug is not provided by the drive 
system manufacturer. Please contact the 
drive system manufacturer for further 
information. For Yamaha we offer an 
alternative cable. Please contact the sales 
team for further information.

Note: Pin numbering on AHI-side 
is different from pin numbering on 
cable-side

OR

I-Harness

Blutooth 
connection



Step by Step
Assembly

Instructions
Enjoy the ride!
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• The anti-shift retainer provides 135mm spacing, and should remain 
on the CVP during lacing and wheelbuilding.
•  The maximum spoke diameter is #13/2.34mm
•  The minimum spoke diameter is #14/2.00mm 

• Suggested lacing is a 2-cross pattern for 26 inch and 700c wheels.
• Use a 3-cross pattern only if the rim allows the nipples to be 

effectively in-line with the spokes. 

• For 24 inch or smaller wheels a 1-cross pattern is suggested.  
A 3-cross pattern is not recommended since the hub size makes the 
angle between spoke and flange unfavourable. 

• Radial lacing is not recommended. 

• In order to have a symetric wheel assembly on the 148mm version, 
please insert the wheel dishing spacer between the hub and the non 
drive side bolt [A]. There are also wheel lacing adapters available for 
faster assembly.

All components on the side of brake disc are not assembled.

Installation and repairs must be made by a 
qualified bicycle mechanic.

This section assumes a level of knowledge and skill
consistent with that of an experienced bicycle 
assembler or bicycle mechanic.

Our internal gear hubs can be laced in 20" to 29" 
wheels. We offer both 32 and 36 hole variants. 

When selecting spokes and rims, please ensure 
you select durable spokes and rims suitable for 
the use with an internal gear hub or rear motor. 

They should be 13 or 14 gauge.

Wheel
Building

A

A
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Assembly of the 
Sprocket

A

B

C

A

B

C

C

1. [A] Remove the anti-shift retainer (A) by pulling firmly away from the 
enviolo internal gear hub. 

2. [B] Install a standard 9-spline 3/32 inch (2.3mm) sprocket (B) with 
the flat side facing the hub, followed by the supplied sprocket 
spacer (C, if required), and secure with the sprocket snap ring. 

3.  The sprocket spacer is intended for sprockets that are 3/32 inch 
(2.3mm) thick at the inner diameter. If the inner diameter is 0.17-0.18 
inch (4.3-4.5mm) thick, like belt cogs, the spacer should not be 
used. 

4.  If you are using the enviolo City+ hub you can also use a 3mm 
offset sprocket single speed chains (1/8"). 
 
The offset is facing inward, moving the chain closer to the internal 
gear hub. 
 
All other enviolo hubs should only use 3/32 inch sprockets that 
are flat on at least one side. If you use incompatible chains this 
can lead to interference with the hub interface and damage to hub 
components and may result in dangerous ride conditions for the 
rider. 

5.  The enviolo hubs are compatible with 16 to 28 tooth sprockets. 

6.  If a hub interface is not installed immediately following the sprocket, 
replace the anti-shift retainer (A). 

[C] Note: If you are using the 16T sprocket, please make sure to use 
1mm spacers on each side of the sprocket for proper fit and clearance.
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Assembly of the 
Manual Hub Interface

A

B

C

1.  [A] Use the uninstalled enviolo hub interface to determine the 
desired orientation. Typical orientation is forward, parallel to the 
chain stay or seat stay cable routing.  
 
Move the enviolo hub interface along the dropout to ensure 
clearance at different axle positions. For the Heavy Duty 148 mm 
variant the orientation is not imporant. 

2.  [B] With the interface oriented correctly inside the right dropout, 
the installation angle is the indicated angle of the dropout (20 
degrees in this example). 
 
Use the markings on the hub interface to determine your 
approximate installation angle. 

3.  [C] There are 2 different hub interfaces, which fit the different axle 
types (40 or 44T (A)). 

Hub Interface 
Compatibility & Orientation

A
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Assembly of the 
Manual Hub Interface

D

E

D

F

4.  [D] Remove the anti-shift retainer, if installed and ensure that 
markings between the splined nut and the shift driver are aligned. 

5. Suspend the hub interface over the right hand axle, and align the 
axle flats with the installation angle. 

6. Alternatively, a no-turn washer can be installed over the interface 
to align the installation angle. 

7. When the installation angle is aligned [F], ensure the hub interface 
is set to full overdrive and seat the hub interface fully onto the 
shift driver andt he spline nut until it is flush with the spline nut, as 
shown. 

8. Thread the r.h. nut , serrations facing outward, onto the axle and 
tighten to 10-15 Nm (7-11 ft-lbs). Install the rear wheel. 

9.  [F] For the variants enviolo Heavy Duty 148 mm: Place the spacer 
on the hub and thread the LNUT onto the axle and tighten to 5-6 
Nm
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Assembly of the 
Manual Controller

A

B

• Install right brake lever according to the manufacturer’s instruction. 

• [A] Slide the controller onto the handlebar. 

• [B] Install the right hand grip onto the handlebar according to the 
manufacturer’s instructions. 

• [B] Position the controller such that the display is visible to the rider 
and the cable will be unobstructed. 

• Barrel adjusters can be used for optimization of cable slack. 

• Tighten the clamp bolt to 2.0 - 2.5 Nm (18 - 22 in-lbs).

Make sure that the controller and the brake lever 
function properly and are unobstructed (re-adjust
if necessary). E.g.: the controller not being too 
tightly mounted with the grip.

Never ride without the handlebar grips. The 
turning grip of the controller could become
loose. This can result in a severe injury.
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Assembly of the 
Shift Cable Housing

A

B

1. Route cable housing as shown from the controller to the manual 
hub interface. 

2. Measure, cut and install the appropriate length cable housing for 
the bicycle. 

3. Full-length housing is recommended for both shift cables. 

4. Make sure that the cable housing lengths are sufficient to allow an 
extreme turning angle. Also consider the influence of adjustable 
handlebars and stems on the cable housing lengths. 

5. Secure cable housing to the frame. The cable housing must remain 
moveable for axle adjustment. 

6. Avoid tight bends when installing the shift cable housing. 

7. Leave at least 150mm of housing unsupported at the manual 
hub interface to ease installation and removal of the shift cable 
hardware. 

8. With the housing length correct, install end caps at both ends of 
each housing.

The underdrive cable end should be colored 
green or black. The overdrive cable end will be 
uncolored.

Ensure the housing diameter is correct. Too
big or too small diameters can have a negative
effect on shift forces and performance.

1

2

underdrive

overdrive
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120mm

Assembly of the 
Shift Cables

C

D

1. Install cable end hardware only by pulling cables at the end of the 
housing. Never rotate the grip with cables unattached, as they can 
bind inside the barrel adjuster. 

2. Pass the shift cables through the appropriate cable housing and 
ensure the housing is seated completely into the shifter. 

3. Thread both barrel adjusters completely clockwise (in) to provide 
maximum installation slack. 

4. Pull the underdrive shift cable, marked green or black, firmly at the 
rear axle location until it stops, checking to make sure that the 
shift indicator [C] goes completely flat (enviolo Twist Display), or 
that the grip rotates fully in the counter-clockwise direction shown 
(enviolo Twist controller, viewed from the right side of the bicycle). 

5. Pass the underdrive shift cable through the UD cable stop [D] and 
secure the UD cable stop at the distance shown [D] while pulling 
the cable firmly. 

6. Ensure that the cable housing is seated fully at the barrel adjuster. 

7. Using a 2 mm allen, secure the cable and torque to 1.5 - 2.0 Nm 
(13 - 18 in-lbs). 
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Assembly of the 
Shift Cables

E

F

8. Cut the excess cable as short as possible, at a maximum of 2.0 mm 
from the end of the UD cable stop [E]. 

9. Pull the overdrive shift cable firmly at the manual hubinterface 
until it stops, checking to make sure that the shift indicator [E] 
goes into a steep hill (enviolo Twist Display controllers), or that the 
grip rotates fully in the clockwise direction shown (enviolo Twist 
controllers, viewed from right side of bicycle). 

10. Make sure the underdrive shift cable and UD cable stop are free 
and unobstructed 

11. Pass the overdrive shift cable through the OD Latch [F] and secure 
the OD latch at the distance shown while pulling the cable firmly. 

12. Ensure that the cable housing is seated fully at the shifter. 

13. Using a 2 mm allen, secure the cable and torque to 1.5 - 2.0 Nm 
(13 - 18 in-lbs). 

14. Cut the excess cable at the OD latch marking, and tuck the 
remaining cable length into the OD latch. 

15. The cable hardware should appear as shown.
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Set the 
Shift Cable Length

• To simplify shift cable assembly we have developed a cable 
installation tool, which will help you to setup the proper cable 
length [A]. 

• Pass the shift cables through the appropriate cable housing and 
ensure the housing is seated completely into the controller. 

• Thread both barrel adjusters completely clockwise (in) to provide 
maximum installation slack. 

• Insert the underdrive cable (marked black or green) into the 
according fixture (top) on the cable cutting tool. Ensure that the 
display is in full underdrive by pulling the cable to the maximum 
position (display icon should be flat).

• Using a 2mm allen, secure the cable and torque to 1.5 - 2.0 Nm (13 - 
18 in-lbs). 

• Cut the excess cable as short as possible, at a maximum of 2.0 mm 
from the end of the UD cable stop. 

• Now insert the overdrive cable latch in the according fixture 
(bottom) and guide the underdrive cable through. 

• Pull the underdrive cable and secure it with a 2 mm allen to 1.5 - 2.0 
Nm (13 - 18 in-lbs). 

• Cut the cable flush with the cable stop fixture and tuck the 
remaining cable length into the OD latch.

CE-HW-TOOL-SM-CNC

Multi-turn One-turn 1.5 - 2.0 Nm

A
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Assembly of the 
Rear Wheel

1.  Place the rear wheel into the rear frame, making sure not to 
obstruct shift cables. 

2. a [A] For the variants enviolo City / Trekking / Heavy Duty 135 mm:  
Slide one no-turn washer (A) each onto each axle end. The 
serrations of the no-turn washer must bear against the dropout of 
the frame. The rectangular boss must engage in the dropout of the 
frame. 
 
Mount the axle nuts (B) and tighten to 30 - 40 Nm (266 - 350 in-lbs).

B

A
1

2

3

A

B

Boss

A

A
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Assembly of the 
Rear Wheel

C
2. b [C] For enviolo Heavy Duty 148 mm variants:  

• Place the disc brake rotor on the hub. 148 mm variants require 
an extra adapter to be placed under the rotor and need to be 
tightened with the longer bolts supplied with the kit.  

• Place the torque adapter onto the axle and secure it with the 
supplied snap ring. Orientate the torque adapter plate so it 
slides into the boss on the brake adapter or dropout and the 
cable housing can enter the hub interface in a straight line. Then 
tighten it with the supplied M4 bolts to 2.5-3Nm. 

• Place the rear wheel in the frame with the torque adapter sliding 
into the slot in the dropout or disc adapter and install the left and 
right side adapters securing the axle with the M6 bolts to 10-15 
Nm

For rim and roller brake applications, connect the rear brake
according to the manufacturer's instructions.

Improper installation of the no-turn washer 
may result in damage to the dropout and the 
hub.

Over-tightening may damage parts. Under-
tightening can result in the axle sliding in the 
dropouts.

B

A
1

2

3
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Adjustment of 
Cable Slack

A

B

1.  [A] Cable slack can be adjusted with the barrel adjusters (A) at the 
controller. 

2.  [B] Cable slack can be determined by pulling lightly on the cable 
housing (B) at the controller and noticing any slack. ~0.5mm of 
slack is ideal. 

3. Cable slack of more than 2.0mm may cause decreased shift 
performance and shift cable durability. 

4. For rear wheel removal, additional cable slack may be desired to 
ease shift cable hardware removal, which can be obtained with the 
barrel adjusters (B).

A

B
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Assembly of the 
Sprocket Magnet Ring

A

B

1.  [A] The enviolo AUTOMATiQ systems come with a sprocket magnet 
ring (A) that must be secured onto the assembled sprocket snap 
ring. The twelve magnets on the sprocket magnet ring provide 
pedal cadence for the AUTOMATiQ system. 

2.  [B] After installing the sprocket, sprocket spacer (if required), and 
snap ring, and prior to installing the AUTOMATiQ hub interface, 
install the sprocket magnet ring over the assembled sprocket snap 
ring. 

3. Assemble with the magnets facing the sprocket, as shown. 

4. Align the “tooth” on the sprocket magnet ring with the opening of 
the sprocket snap ring.  

5. Snap and secure the sprocket magnet ring over the assembled 
sprocket snap ring [B].

A
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Assembly of the 
Hub Magnet Ring

B

1.  [A] AUTOMATiQ systems require a hub magnet ring that must be 
secured over the internal gear hub, flush with the internal gear 
hub cover. Six magnets in the hub magnet ring provide the bicycle 
speed for the AUTOMATiQ system. 

2.  [B] Prior to installing the AUTOMATiQ hub interface, assemble the 
hub magnet ring over the right hand side of the CVP, and secure 
with the included fastener. 

3. The fastener may need to be unthreaded to allow initial fitment. 

4. Assemble with the larger diameter flange outboard and the fastener 
inboard, flush with the internal gear hub cover as shown. 

5. Locate the fastener portion between spoke holes and spokes, as 
shown. 

6. Torque the fastener to 1.0 Nm (9 in-lbs).

Output speed rings from old automatic systems 
are not compatible to the new AUTOMATiQ 
system and therefore do not allow for proper
function. Please ensure you use our OSS2 variant, 
which has a yellow serial # sticker instead of a 
white sticker (old systems).

A
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Assembly of the 
AUTOMATiQ Hub Interface

A B

AUTOMATiQ Hub Interface Compatibility & Orientation
1. Ensure you have the correct AUTOMATiQ Hub Interface for your 

internal gear hub.  

2. enviolo City and Trekking (44T) have one axle diameter and Heavy 
Duty (40T) have a different one. 

3. You can find the identification of the AUTOMATiQ hub Interface 
variant at the bottom of the hub interface. 

4. Use the uninstalled enviolo hub interface to determine the desired 
orientation. 

5.  [A] Orientation should be forward, parallel to the chain stay with the 
automatic main connector facing forward. 

6.  [B] Move the AUTOMATiQ hub Interface alongt he dropout to 
ensure clearance at different axle positions. 

7. With the AUTOMATiQ hub Interface oriented correctly inside the 
right dropout, the installation angle is the indicated angle of the 
dropout (20 degrees in this example).

AUTOMATiQ Interface

Find your enviolo serial number:
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Assembly of the 
AUTOMATiQ Hub Interface

C

D

E

For the variants enviolo City, Trekking and Heavy Duty (135 mm): 

1.  Remove the anti-shift retainer, if installed. 

2.  [C] Suspend the AUTOMATiQ Hub Interface over the right hand 
axle, and align the axle flats with the installation angle. 

3. Alternatively, a no-turn washer can be installed over the 
AUTOMATiQ Hub Interface to align the installation angle. 

4. When the installation angle is aligned seat the AUTOMATiQ Hub 
Interface fully onto the shift driver and the spline nut until it is flush 
with the spline nut. 

5. Thread the r.h. nut serrations facing outward, onto the axle and 
tighten to 10 - 15 Nm (7 - 11 ft-lbs). 

6. Place the rear wheel into the rear frame, making sure not to 
obstruct or pinch the AUTOMATiC wire harness and main 
connector Orient the chain around the automatic hub interface 
and onto the sprocket. In some cases, it is easiest to remove the 
chain from the front chainring to ease rear wheel installation. 

7. Slide one no-turn washer (A) each onto each axle end. The 
serrations of the no-turn washer must bear against the dropout of 
the frame. The rectangular boss must engage in the dropout of the 
frame. Count the axle nuts (B) and tighten to 30 - 40 Nm (266 - 350 
in-lbs). 

8. Once assembled the hub interface should not touch the frame.

For the variants enviolo Heavy Duty (148 mm): 

1.  [E]  Place the hub interface onto the spline nut and secure it with 
the adapter lock nut tightening it to 5-7Nm. 

2. Place the adapter onto the brake mount and place the roto on top 
of it tightening it with the M5*16 screws.  

3. Place the torque adapter onto the axle and secure it with the 
supplied snap ring. Orientate the torque adapter plate so it slides 
into the boss on the brake adapter or dropout and the cable 
housing can enter the hub interface in a straight line. Then tighten 
it with the supplied M4 bolts to 2.5 - 3Nm. 

4. Place the spacer on the hub and thread the LNUT onto the axle and 
tighten to 5-6 Nm 

5. Install the AUTOMATiC main connector carefully by pressing them 
together.

B

B

A

A

Locate the rear wheel speed sensor boss (C) on 
the AUTOMATiQ Hub Interface. The chain should 
not catch on this sensor when fitting the wheel.
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Installation of the 
AUTOMATiQ App

B

1.  [A] Ensure you have the correct AUTOMATiQ hub interface for your 
internal gear hub. 

2. enviolo City and Trekking (44T) have one axle diameter and Heavy 
Duty (40T) have a different one. 

3. Search for "enviolo AUTOMATiQ" in the Apple Store or Google Play 
Store. 

4. Select “Install”. The app should now be installing on your device. 

5. Start the drive system. 

6. Activate the BLE (bluetooth) connection on your phone. 

7.  [A] Activate the BLE connection on the hub interface by pressing 
the pairing button (A) for 5 seconds until it starts blinking blue. 

8.  [B] Afterwards the app will start looking for available devices. 

9. Select the device you want to pair with representing the serial # 
also listed on the bottom of the hub interface.

A
A
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System Configuration 
– OEM

As an OEM you first have to register on our backend at AUTOMATiQ.
enviolo.com to set up your bike specification. 

We will then approve your registration with the according access 
rights, which will also enable further functions in the app, once you 
login with the same credentials at the top right corner of the app.

Should you not login, you will only have access to the end consumer 
access level. In total there are four app hierachy levels (enviolo, OEM, 
retail and end consumer), which are all unlocked in the same app.

http://AUTOMATiQ.enviolo.com
http://AUTOMATiQ.enviolo.com
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System Configuration 
– Mandatory

Option B: You can simply select all settings for the system in the 
configuration tab of the app using the available sliders. The settings 
get saved real time, so no confirmation button is required. 

To ensure the update was successful, you can go back to the 
'configuration' and/or 'logistics'

You will now have several options to configure your AUTOMATiQ hub 
interface.

Option A: Make use of our backend at AUTOMATiQ.enviolo.com and 
select the necessary system parameters. Afterwards save the settings 
and generate a QR code. This can be printed and used anywhere incl. 
your assembly line.

You will find the QR scan function in the configuration tab of the app. 
Once the QR code is scanned all data gets automatically transferred 
to the hub interface and your bike is ready to go. 
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System Configuration 
– Registration

The app offers you various optional functions:

1. System configuration in the configuration tab
2. System data analysis in the diagnostics tab
3. System data collection in the logistics tab
4. Ride settings in the dashboard tab

The most interesting settings for you will likely be the traffic light 
setting, which defines the ratio the system will shift to after you come 
to a stop and the shift profile, which defines how aggressive and agile 
the shift system changes the ratios while riding. 

Both of these settings can be adjusted in the configuration tab.
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Assembly of the 
AUTOMATiQ Controller

For enviolo CLiQ Pure and Plus controllers, also 
note:
Assembly on the left side of the handlebar
After you have installed the CLiQ Pure on the left 
side, please press and hold the upper and middle 
buttons (and) for about 2 seconds.
Once the Status LED turns green for 2 seconds, the 
remote control is set to the left side
of the handlebar.
Assembly on the right side of the handlebar
After you have installed the CLiQ Pure on the right 
side, please press and hold the upper and middle 
buttons (and) for about 2 seconds.
Once the Status LED turns red for 2 seconds, the 
remote control is set to the right side of
the handlebar.

WARNING
Do not ingest the battery, Chemical Burn Hazard.

The product contains a coin/button cell battery. 
If the coin/button cell battery is swallowed, it can 
cause severe internal burns in just 2 hours and can 
lead to death.

Keep new and used batteries away from children.
If the battery compartment does not close 
securely, stop using the product and keep it away 
from children. If you think batteries might have 
been swallowed or placed inside any part of the 
body, seek immediate medical attention.

The battery of the controllers can be changed 
without special knowledge and by using a 50 euro 
cent coin. 
For this purpose, a standard CR2032 battery is 
required, which is inserted into the new remote 
control. 
For the enviolo CLiQ Pro we use an LR44

B
Assembly of the CLiQ Plus Controller [B]

1. Install the right brake lever and grip according to the manufacturer’s 
instruction.

2. Push the controller bracket over the 22.2 mm handlebar. Use the 
adapter ring if installing.

3. Position the controller such that the buttons are positioned slightly 
under the handlebar and comfortable for thumb controls.

4. Tighten the controller clamp to 1.5 - 2.0 Nm with a 2.5 mm allen 
wrench.

Assembly of the CLiQ Pure Controller [A]

1. Install the right hand grip onto the handlebar according to the 
manufacturer’s instructions.

2. Slide the clamp over the handlebar and tighten it to 1.0 - 2.0 Nm with 
a 3 mm allen wrench.

3. Position the controller such that the button can be easily reached 
with the thumb, while riding.

4. The enviolo CO controller can be mounted to either right or left side 
of the handlebar.

Assembly of the CLiQ Pro Controller

1. Install the right hand grip and brake lever onto the handlebar 
according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

2. Slide the clamp over the handlebar and tighten it to 1 Nm with a torx 
T20.

3. Position the controller such that the button is positioned slightly 
under and comfortable for thumb controls.

4. The enviolo SP controller can be mounted to either right or left side 
of the handlebar.

A
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Setup of the 
CLiQ Pure Controller

A
1. Power on your drive system.
2. Push the button (A) on the front side of the hub interface [A] and 

hold it for 5 seconds.
3. The button will start blinking blue.  

4.  On the CLiQ Pure controller [B]: 
Press and hold the center button (B) for 3 seconds until the LED 
starts flashing green and red. Once the LED flashes green only, the 
device is paired.

B

1. The enviolo CliQ Pure controller [B] can be used to adjust the 
desired cadence. 

2. The buttons are assigned by lower cadence (UP) (B), calibration 
(CENTER) (C) and higher cadence (DOWN) (D). 

3. You can accelerate the desired cadence adjustment from 
increments of 1 to 5 by pushing and holding the UP/DOWN buttons.

4. This instruction is for right hand mount. For left hand mount, please 
reverse accordingly.

1. Turn system power on. Select no motor assist.
2. Pedal the bicycle lightly through the entire calibration process 

(preferable on a stand with the rear wheel off the ground).
3. On the enviolo CliQ Pure controller [B], press and hold the center 

button (C) for 3 seconds until the rear hub begins shifting (5-7 
seconds) and then release the button.

4. Continue to pedal lightly through the entire calibration procedure, 
while the system shifts from “low” to “high” ratio multiple times and 
completes the calibration.

5. Calibration shall not take longer than 12 seconds.

Pairing

Setup

Calibration

A

B

C

D
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B
1. The enviolo CliQ Plus [B] can be used to adjust the desired 

cadence. 
2. The buttons are assigned by lower cadence (UP (C) or RIGHT (D)), 

power up (CENTER) (B) and higher cadence (DOWN (E) or LEFT 
(F)). 

3. UP and DOWN buttons adjust the desired cadence by increments 
of 1 and LEFT/RIGHT adjust the desired cadence by increments of 
5.

1. Turn system power on. Select no motor assist.
2. On the CLiQ Plus controller [B], press and hold up and down button 

simultanously for 3 seconds until the rear hub begins shifting (5 
- 7 seconds) and then release the button. While the calibration is 
active, the LED will flash white.

3. Pedal the bicycle lightly through the entire calibration procedure 
(preferable on a stand with the rear wheel off the ground), while 
the system shifts from “low” to “high” ratio multiple times and 
completes the calibration.

4. Once calibration is successful the CA controller lights continously 
blue for 5 seconds. In case the calibration is unsuccessful the CA 
controller lights continously red for 5 seconds. Please retry the 
calibration. 

5. Calibration shall not take longer than 12 seconds.

Setup of the 
CLiQ Plus Controller

A
1. Power on your drive system.
2. Push the button (A) on the front side of the hub interface [A] and 

hold it for 5 seconds.
3. The button will start blinking blue. 

4.  On the CLiQ Plus controller [B]: 
Press and hold the center button for more than 8 seconds. Once 
the LED lights continously in blue for 1 second the device is paired.

Pairing
A

B

Setup

Calibration

C

D

E

F
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B

1. The enviolo CliQ Pro controller [B] can be used to adjust the 
desired cadence. 

2. The are assigned by lower cadence (UP (B)), calibration (Menu (C)) 
and higher cadence (down (D)). 

3. You can accelerate the desired cadence adjustment from 
increments of 1 to 5 by pushing and holding the UP/DOWN 
buttons.

1. Turn system power on, Select no motor assist.
2. On the enviolo CliQ Pro controller [B] press and hold mode and 

down buttons simultanously for 3 seconds until the rear hub begins 
shifting (5 - 7 seconds) and then release the buttons. While the 
calibration is active, the LED will flash blue.

3. Pedal the bicycle lightly through the entire calibration procedure 
(preferable on a stand with the rear wheel off the ground), while 
the system shifts from "low" to "high" ratio multiple times and 
completes the calibration.

4. Once calibration is successful the SP controller lights continously 
blue for 5 seconds. In case the calibration is unsuccessful the SP 
controller lights continously red for 10 seconds. Please retry the 
calibration.

5. Calibration shall not take longer than 12 seconds.

Setup of the 
CLiQ Pro Controller

A
1. Power on your drive system.
2. Push the button (A) on the front side of the hub interface [A] and 

hold it for 5 seconds.
3. The button will start blinking blue. 

4.  On the CLiQ Pro controller [B]: 
Press and hold the mode button for 3 seconds until it starts blinking 
blue. Once the LED lights continuously in blue for 3 seconds the 
device is paired.

Pairing
A

Setup

Calibration

C

B

D
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Setup of 
Integrated Systems

AUTOMATiQ Mode

In automatic mode the system automatically adjusts the ratio to 
maintain the rider´s preferred cadence. The rider can choose their 
ideal cadence setting through selection in the eBike drive system 
menu.

Manual Mode

In manual mode the rider is able to shift on their own electronically.
The eBike drive system usually integrated this functionality by
simulating gears.

On the first set up or after system maintenance or incorrect 
functionality the system has to be calibrated.

1. Turn system power on. Select no motor assist.
2. Initiate the calibration process through the drive system menu. For 

details review the eBike drive system manual.
3. Pedal the bicycle lightly through the entire calibration procedure 

(preferable on a stand with the rear wheel off the ground), while 
the system shifts from “low” to “high” ratio multiple times and 
completes the calibration.

The AUTOMATiQ system is integrated within the eBike drive system and provides automatic shifting for the rider at all times. It can be utilized 
with the drive system remote controller, which usually offers both fully automatic and manual shifting options. If supported by the drive system, 
the rider has the option to switch between “manual” and “automatic” modes by pressing the “mode” button on the controller housing. For 
details, please look at your drive system manual, since the integration is handled differently by type of drive system.

The internal gear hub can can be shifted ~50% while stationary. The AUTOMATiQ system will intelligently wait for pedaling or wheel movement if 
wide ratio ranges are commanded while stationary.

2. Setup 3. Calibration

1. System Functionality

Note: In case of the integration into the Bosch 
Intuvia displays a long press on the info button will 
get you directly to the cadence menu without having 
to click through all menu items.
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Integrated System
Calibration

[A] enviolo AUTOMATiQ calibration - Bosch Intuvia 

When
• After enviolo AUTOMATiQ assembly;
• After firmware update;
• When system functions are not appropriate. 

How to - for Intuvia
1. Turn on the Bosch Intuvia system. Select no motor assist
2. Activate the "configuration mode" through simultaneous push and 

hold of [RESET] (A) and [i] buttons (B).
3. Push the [i] button, until you can see "gear calibration" on the 

screen.
4. Lift up the rear wheel and pedal fast and easy.
5. While pedaling, press the "Light" button (C) to start calibration
6. Continue to pedal while the system shifts from full overdrive to full 

underdrive several times to complete the calibration process.
7. After completion of the calibration process, the system returns to 

the ride mode automatically.

[B] enviolo AUTOMATiQ calibration - Bosch Nyon 

When
• After enviolo AUTOMATiQ assembly;
• After firmware update;
• When system functions are not appropriate. 

How to - for Nyon
1. Turn on the Bosch Nyon2 system. Select no motor assist.
2. Enter the menu by clicking the settings button on the display. 
3. Select "My Bike" and confirm
4. Select "eShift" and confirm
5. Select "Calibration" and confirm
6. Lift up the rear wheel and pedal fast and easy.
7. While pedaling, select "Continue" by pressing the joystick to start 

the calibration.
8. Continue to pedal while the system shifts from full overdrive to full 

underdrive several times to complete the calibration process and 
the screen indicates "Gear calibration successful".

9. After completion of the calibration process exit the menu.

3. Calibration cont.A

B

B

A
C
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Integrated System
Calibration

[C] enviolo AUTOMATiQ calibration - Bosch Kiox

When
• After enviolo AUTOMATiQ assembly;
• After firmware update;
• When system functions are not appropriate. 

How to - for Klox
1. Turn on the Bosch Kiox system. Select no motor assist.
2. Enter the "Settings" menu by pressing the [>] and [<] keys and 

confirm your selection with the pound key [<>].
3. Use [+] and [-] to select the menu item "My eBike" and confirm your 

selection with [<>] or [>].
4. Select the menu item "eShift" and confirm your selection.
5. Select the menu item "Calibration" and confirm your selection.
6. Continue to pedal while the system shifts from full overdrive to full 

underdrive several times to complete the calibration process and 
the screen indicates "Calibration successful". 

After completion of the calibration process, the system returns to the 
ride mode automatically.

[B] enviolo AUTOMATiQ calibration - Flyer Fit 

When
• After enviolo AUTOMATiQ assembly;
• After firmware update;
• When system functions are not appropriate. 

How to - for Flyer
1. Turn on the Flyer system.
2. Enter the setup menu using the joystick.
3. Select "Calibration" and confirm by pressing the joystick.
4. Select "Calibrate NuVinci" and confirm by pressing the joystick.
5. Lift up the rear wheel and pedal fast and easy.
6. Start calibration by pressing the joystick again.
7. Continue to pedal while the system shifts from full overdrive to full 

underdrive several times to complete the calibration process and 
the screen indicates "Calibration succeeded".

C

D
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Assembly
Torque Specifications

City, Trekking, Heavy Duty (135 mm solid axle)

Acorn nut (HW-ANUT-OE)

Brake adapter + Loctite® 277 or similar

RH Hex nut (HW-HNUT-OE)

Spline nut (HW-SNUT-OE)

LH hex nut (HW-SNUT-OE)

Other Parts

Cable hardware

Controller

Hub magnet ring (AUT-OSS2-OE)

Controller cable cover screw

Heavy Duty (148 mm)

Screw, button head, M5 x 0.8 x 16L, alloy
(HW-BHS-M5X.8X16-OE)

Interface adapter

Right side spacer (not threaded in all cases)

Axle bolts 
(HW-SHCS-M6X1X60-OE / HW-SHCS-M6X1X60-OE)

Adapter locknut (HW-LNUT-OE)

30 - 40 Nm

55 - 65 Nm

8 - 10 Nm

7 - 9 Nm

20 - 27 Nm

1.5 - 2.0 Nm

2.0 - 2.5 Nm

1.0 Nm

0.2 - 0.3 Nm (handtight)

5.5 - 6.2 Nm

10 - 15 Nm

5 - 10 Nm

10 - 15 Nm

5 - 7 Nm
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Care and maintenance
Replacement of Controller Cables

Removing Controller Cables

1. Remove the cable hardware from both cables and remove the shift 
cables from housing. 

2.  [A] Remove the phillips screw on the bottom of the manual 
controller and remove the bottom cover by pulling lightly on the 
access tab. 

3.  [B] Using a small flat screwdriver or pointed object, extract the 
cable anchors and shift cables from the grip pulley. Rotate the grip 
to access individual cable anchors. 
 
 Installing Controller Cables 

4.  [C] Install one shift cable, allowing the controller housing to guide 
the cable around the internals until it comes out the other side 
Guide the cable through the closest barrel adjuster. 

5.  [D] Pull the cable through the barrel adjuster until the cable anchor 
seats fully into the grip pulley. 

6. Rotate the grip to position the next cable for installation and 
repeat step 4. and step 5. 

7. Reinstall the bottom cover and screw. Torque to 0.2 - 0.3 Nm  
(2 - 3 in-lbs).

A

C

D

B
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Care and maintenance
Replacement of the Freewheel

1. Remove the rear wheel. 

2. Remove the hub interface. 

3. Reference the exploded view in chapter 2, page 9. Remove 
the sprocket snap ring (B), sprocket spacer (A, if installed) and 
sprocket (18). 

4.  [A] Remove the snap ring (A) on the shift driver, and remove the 
freewheel assembly (B). 

5. If servicing or replacing, use a medium-weight oil or very 
lightweight water-resistant grease and check pawl and spring 
function. 

6.  [B] Remove the interior snap ring (C), needle bearing (D), and right 
hand shield (E) if these components are being replaced. 

7.  [C] Install the serviced/new freewheel components. 

8. Install the sprocket and hub interface. 

9. Install the rear wheel. 

A

B

C

A

B

D

C

E Set the enviolo hub in full overdrive with the 
controller or manual hub interface prior to removal.
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Care and maintenance
Replacement of the Brake 
Configurations

INSTALLING ROLLER BRAKE HARDWARE

1. Install the roller brake adapter and apply a high strength thread 
locking compound (equivalent to Loctite® 277TM) around one 
complete thread of the brake lock ring. 

2. Using service tool DC-ADPT-TOOL, install and torque the brake 
lock ring to 55 - 65 Nm (41 - 48 ft-lbs). 

3. After installing roller brake, install and torque left hand nut (3 to 30 
- 35 Nm (22 - 26 ft-lbs).

INSTALLING RIM BRAKE HARDWARE

1. Press rim brake cover into position until if seats fully, followed by 
the cupped washer. 

2. Install and torque left hand nut to 30 - 35Nm (22 - 26 ft-lbs).

INSTALLING DISC BRAKE HARDWARE

1. Install the disc brake adapter and brake shield and apply a high 
strength thread locking compound (equivalent to Loctite® 277TM) 
around one complete thread of the brake lock ring. 

2. Using service tool DC-ADPT-TOOL, install and torque the brake 
lock ring to 55 - 65 Nm (41 - 48 ft-lbs). 

3. Install and torque left hand nut to 30 - 35 Nm (22 - 26 ft-lbs).

REMOVING ROLLER BRAKE HARDWARE

1. Remove left hand axle nut, left hand no-turn washer, and left hand 
nut. 

2. Secure the wheel and use service tool DC-ADPT-TOOL to remove 
the brake lock ring, and remove the roller brake adapter from the 
CVP.

REMOVING RIM BRAKE HARDWARE

1. Remove left hand axle nut, left hand no-turn washer, left hand nut, 
and cupped washer. 

2. Using a thin flat device, pry and remove the rim brake cover.

REMOVING DISC BRAKE HARDWARE

1. Remove left hand axle nut, left hand no-turn washer, left hand nut, 
and cupped washer. 

2. Secure the wheel and use service tool DC-ADPT-TOOL to remove 
the brake locK ring, and remove both the brake shield and disc 
brake adapter from the CVP.

It is recommended to use a pneumatic/electrical
torque wrench as the brake adapters are tightened
with loctite.
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Care and maintenance
Disassembly of the Rear Wheel for 
Manual Variants

1. Shift to a position that allows easy access to the shift cable 
hardware. 

2. [A] Remove shift cable hardware following steps (A, B and C). Using 
the one-turn interface (D) you have to carefully push aside the 
snap feature to remove the shift cable hardware. 

3. a. [B] For the variants enviolo City, Trekking, Heavy Duty 135 mm: 
Loosen and/or remove the axle nuts (A), followed by the no turn 
washers. For rim and roller applications follow the manufacturer´s 
instructions. 
 
b. For the 148 mm variants:  
Loosen and remove the axle bolts and left side adapter. For rim 
brake applications follow the manufacturer´s instructions.  

4. Remove the rear wheel. 
 
In some cases, it is easiest to remove the chain from the front 
chainring to ease the rear wheel removal.

A

D

A

B

Boss

A

B
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Care and Maintenance
Disassembly of the Rear Wheel for 
AUTOMATiQ Variants

1. Switch eBike power “off” and disconnect the eBike battery (if 
possible). 

2.  [C] Remove the AUTOMATiQ main connector at the rear wheel 
Grab the connector at the connector (A) and pull lightly away from 
the AUTOMATiQ Hub Interface/the frame. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.  a. For the variants enviolo City, Trekking, Heavy Duty 135 mm: 
Loosen and/or remove the axle nuts (A), followed by the no turn 
washers. For rim and roller applications follow the manufacturer´s 
instructions.  
 
b. 148 mm variants:  
Loosen and remove the axle bolts and left side adapter. For rim 
brake applications follow the manufacturer´s instructions. 

4.  [E] Remove the rear wheel  
Some eBikes may require rotating the hub axle and AUTOMATiQ 
Hub Interface to allow removal of the bicycle chain. In some cases, 
it is easiest to remove the chain from the front chainring to ease 
the rear wheel removal.

C

E

The connector supplies electrical power to the 
AUTOMATiQ Hub Interface. Protect the connector 
from water or other conductive elements when
disconnected, as shock or damage to the system 
could result.

Do not pull on the cable, only on the connector 
as shown.

D

B

B

A

A
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Care and maintenance
Reset CVP to Full Overdrive

1. If the manual hub interface is incorrectly installed, full ratio range 
of the internal gear hub may be unavailable and full overdrive will 
need to be reset. 

2. If installed on the bicycle, shift the hub into overdrive "H" as far as 
possible and remove the rear wheel per chapter 4. 

3.  [A] For enviolo City, Trekking, Heavy Duty 135 mm  
Remove the right hand nut (A) that secures the manual hub 
interface, then remove the manual hub interface (B) by lifting 
carefully from underneath.  
 
For enviolo Heavy Duty148 mm 
Remove the right hand nut and axle screw that secure the manual 
hub interface, then remove the manual hub interface (B) by lifting 
carefully from underneath. 

4.  [B] If the spline nut (C) and shift drive (D) markings are not aligned, 
full overdrive will need to be reset. 

5. If the markings are not obvious, full overdrive depending on the 
internal gear hub should result in the hub/wheel rotating ~1.6-2 
times for every rotation of the sprocket. Also see your internal gear 
hub specification for the corresponding full overdrive ratio. 

6.  [C] Set the manual hub interface to the full underdrive “L” position 
(note this is opposite of normal installation). Reinstall the manual 
hub interface (angular position is unimportant), leaving the right 
hand nut uninstalled.

A

C

B

H

A

B

D

C

L
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Care and Maintenance
Reset CVP to Full Overdrive

8. The manual hub interface will be used to shift the hub into full 
overdrive in the following steps.

9. [D] Install the enviolo hub into a vice or fixture as shown,
clamping on the left hand axle flats.
If a vice is not available, installation in the bicycle frame is possible, 
tightening only the left hand no-turn washer and axle nut to allow 
rotation of the manual hub interface.

10. [E] While driving hub clockwise with the sprocket (A), rotate the 
manual hub interface (B) counter-clockwise toward the full 
overdrive “H” position until a firm stop is felt. Repeat this rotation 
2-3 times by driving the hub clockwise and rotating the manual 
hub interface back and forth, ending at a firm stop toward (but 
likely not at) the full overdrive “H” position.

11. The indicated position of the manual hub interface is unimportant 
in this step.

12. When in full overdrive, the hub/wheel should rotate approximately 
1.6 - 2 times for every rotation of the sprocket.

13. When full overdrive is found, remove the manual hub interface
per step 4 in this chapter.

14. Check to make sure the mark on the spline nut and shift driver 
align per step 5 in this chapter.

15. Install the manual hub interface per chapter 2.

D

E

A

B
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To support your assembly and maintenance of our products we offer these simple service tools:

BK-ADPT-TOOL
Brake adapter / disc assembly

HW-SNUT-TOOL
Spline nut tool

CE-HW-TOOL-SM-MLD
Cable hardware installation tool

WL-SP/CA-TOOL
Wheel lacing adapter

CE-HW-TOOL-LG-CNC
Cable hardware installation tool

Service
Tools
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Intellectual Property Notice

© 2020 enviolo. All rights reserved.

university.enviolo.com

support.enviolo.com

Support 
& Service

http://university.enviolo.com
http://support.enviolo.com
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Warranty
Information

enviolo Assembly Instructions 52
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Failure to use your enviolo shift solution as intended or to follow safety-relevant instructions can lead to an exclusion of liability for any 
material defects. Any misuse must therefore be avoided! Warranty will therefore not be covered if ...

... a product has been modified or where the serial # or date codes have been altered, defaced or removed.

... our city and trekking hubs are not to be used for commercial purposes without written pre-authorization from 
enviolo. Only specifically approved enviolo hubs may be used for reasonable commercial purposes and this warranty 
will be limited to one (1) year for such reasonable commercial use.

Do not make any modifications (including software) to your enviolo system, which could lead to an increased 
performance of your bike or eBike.

Please observe all national regulations on registering and using bikes and eBikes.

... damage to the product occurs:

• determined by enviolo to be caused by crash, impact, or abuse 
of the product;

• resulting from use of the product in what enviolo, in its sole 
discretion, considers extreme applications such as, but not 
limited to, downhill, freeride, “North Shore” style, and BMX;

• resulting from powering of the enviolo city or trekking hubs with 
electric motors rated over 250W, or any powering of the product 
with internal combustion engines;

• resulting from running of the hubs with electric motors at 
continuous torques at the bottom bracket over the defined 
limits in the table on page 9;

• during the shipment of the product;

• resulting from use of total weight (rider, cargo, and bike higher 
than 160kg for the enviolo city hub, 180kg for the enviolo 
trekking hub, and defined limits in the table on page 9 for 
enviolo heavy duty;

• resulting from use of the product outside the defined cog ratio 
limits at 1.8 to 1 on standard bikes and minimum 2.0 on eBikes;

• resulting from use of the product at nominal voltages of over 
48V or peak voltages of over 60V;

• caused by the use of parts that are not compatible, suitable 
and/or authorized by enviolo for use with the product;

• caused by the product not being used as intended, e.g. as a 
gearbox or as part of a wheel that does not use the standard 32 
or 36hole configuration

Warranty, Misuse and 
Exclusion of Liability

Basic Repair Work

Please check before every ride that all parts are not damaged, 
properly connected and correctly tightened with the recommended 
torque including axle nuts, hub interfaces controllers and brake 
discs. 

Shift cables, cable housing, handlebar grips, sprockets, and bike 
chains are wear parts. Please check these parts regularly and 
replace them as necessary. 

Only a qualified bike retailer should perform any necessary work on 
the enviolo manual and automatic systems. Unauthorized work on 
your enviolo systems could endanger you and your warranty may 
become void.

Please contact your qualified retailer regarding any question or 
problem you may have. 

In case of disposal, please note that all components, accessories 
and packaging should be disposed of in an environmentally correct 
manner and not into household waste. 

• According to the European guideline 2012/19/EU, electrical 
components that are no longer usable must be collected 
separately. 

Refer to our website for additional service information at www.
support.enviolo.com

http://www.support.enviolo.com
http://www.support.enviolo.com
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Warranty

The following warranty is a voluntary two-year limited warranty 
offered by enviolo. It is offered to all purchasers of the enviolo city, 
trekking and heavy duty (collectively, the “enviolo products”). 

Under the laws in certain countries (for example, Germany, and 
the Netherlands), a purchaser is entitled to statutory rights with 
respect to products that are defective or do not conform with the 
contract of sale. These rights allow a purchaser to demand, free of 
charge, repair, replacement, or under certain conditions, discount 
or refund by the seller of such products. This voluntary warranty 
does not affect your statutory rights. If you live in one of these 
countries, when you purchase enviolo products, in addition to 
your statutory rights, you are also entitled to claims out of enviolo’s 
limited warranty described below. These claims exist concurrently 
with your statutory rights so that, should your product be defective 
or if it does not conform with the contract of sale, while the limited 
warranty is in place, you can choose to make a claim under your 
country’s law or enviolo’s limited warranty.

What does this warranty cover?

enviolo warrants any enviolo product that is defective in materials 
or workmanship. This warranty only extends to the original 
purchaser and is not transferable. (Some states or countries do 
not allow restriction of warranty coverage to the original buyer, so 
this restriction may not apply to you). If you purchased your enviolo 
product as part of another product, this warranty in no way replaces 
or is an extension of the warranty of the manufacturer of that 
product, which warranty is the sole responsibility of that product’s 
manufacturer.

How long does this warranty last?

The warranty period lasts two years from the date of original 
purchase.

What will enviolo do?

enviolo will, at enviolo's sole option, repair, replace or refund the 
cost of the defective unit.

What does this warranty not cover?

This warranty does not apply to any of the following:

• Normal wear and tear to components subject to wear, such 
as, for example, rubber seals and rings, jockey wheels on chain 
tensioner (if applicable), twist grip rubber, and shifter cables. 

 

• Damage to parts not manufactured by enviolo or its related entities 
(such as dropouts and chains). 

• Labor required to remove, re-fit or re-adjust the product within the 
bicycle assembly. 

• A product used in any installation other than a single rider bicycle. 
Tandems are not covered unless expressly allowed under a specific 
enviolo product owner’s manual. 

• A product that has been incorrectly installed and/or not adjusted 
according to the enviolo product owner´s or technical manual, 
which can be found at www.support.enviolo.com. 

• A product that has been disassembled into its components beyond 
the scope of service documentation (Owner´s Manuals for enviolo 
internal gear hub with enviolo manual or AUTOMATiQ systems).

How to get warranty service?

Claims under this warranty must be made through the retailer where 
the vehicle or the enviolo component was purchased, or through 
an authorized retailer of enviolo components. Please return the 
enviolo component to the retailer together with the original, dated 
invoice or receipt. The retailer will contact enviolo customer service 
to handle your warranty claim. Retailers requesting a warranty claim 
should contact enviolo customer service to obtain a Warranty Return 
Authorization. The retailer will then need to return the product to 
enviolo together with satisfactory proof of the date of purchase.

This limited warranty is the sole and exclusive warranty made by 
enviolo with respect to the product and is given in lieu of any other 
warranty. To the extent allowed by applicable law, and all express or 
implied warranties not set forth herein are waived and disclaimed, 
including any implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for 
a particular use. enviolo liability under this limited warranty is 
limited solely to those liabilities set forth above. In the event that 
any provision of this limited warranty should be or become invalid 
or unenforceable under applicable law, the remaining terms and 
conditions hereof shall remain in full force and effect and such invalid 
or unenforceable provision shall be construed in such a manner as to 
be valid and enforceable. 

enviolo reserves the right to revise this limited warranty without 
notice.

Warranty, Misuse and 
Exclusion of Liability


